Quickscan and reconstruction

To get a first impression of the impact of the current situation on the work and well-being of AUAS professionals, we conducted a quick scan and our reconstruction to present what the interviewees indicate they need in order to complete their work properly and stay healthy in the coming academic year.

Finist analysis

In this infographic, we present the initial results based on a rough analysis of 49 interviews. We address the positive and negative consequences of the new way of working and teaching and discuss implications for our work at the AUAS.

Positive experiences and corona

All interviewees experienced negative impacts, there are two important exceptions. These three interviewees worked mainly around working digitally remotely. The "feels like an eternity" seems to be the goal, but that this is unrealistic around working fully remote.

Negative experiences and corona

The new way of teaching and meeting costs a lot of energy and can cause stress. The few employees with less high work pressure, which in some cases is accompanied by stress. The "transition to remote working and teaching" has been realised in such a short period of time.
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# QUICKSCAN AND RECONSTRUCTION

To get a first impression of the impact of the current situation on the work and well-being of AUAS professionals, we conducted a quick scan and our reconstruction to present what the interviewees indicate they need in order to complete their work properly and stay healthy in the coming academic year.

## FINIST ANALYSIS

In this infographic, we present the initial results based on a rough analysis of 49 interviews. We address the positive and negative consequences of the new way of working and teaching and discuss implications for our work at the AUAS.

### POSITIVE EXPERIENCES AND CORONA

All interviewees experienced negative impacts, there are two important exceptions. These three interviewees worked mainly around working digitally remotely. The "feels like an eternity" seems to be the goal, but that this is unrealistic.

### NEGATIVE EXPERIENCES AND CORONA

The new way of teaching and meeting costs a lot of energy and can cause stress. The few employees with less high work pressure, which in some cases is accompanied by stress. The "transition to remote working and teaching" has been realised in such a short period of time.

# WHAT IS NEEDED IN ACADEMIC YEAR?

To make it in, to be able to function well and to be able to function well and stay healthy in the coming academic year.

### NEXT STEPS IN THE RESEARCH PROJECT

In addition to the Quickscan and the reconstruction, the impact of the current situation and the digital transformation will be further investigated.
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